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As much as the managed care industry might
complain about the sweeping new

Medicare+Choice compliance guidance, issued
last week by the Department of Health and
Human Services Office of Inspector General
(OIG), the real victims could end up being physi-
cian practices, some experts say.

Called the OIG’s most important model plan to
date by Mac Thornton , the OIG’s chief counsel,
the Medicare+Choice guidance is likely to have “a
major impact” on how managed care organiza-
tions (MCOs) deal with physicians, hospitals, and
other health care providers, Thornton says. 

That’s because language in the plan and its
supporting documents strongly hints that the OIG
will hold MCOs responsible for any liability creat-
ed during the course of providing benefits or serv-
ices to members, says Mark Waxman , JD, an
attorney with Foley & Lardner in Washington, DC.

“There’s a suggestion that the plan is strictly
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MCO model plan puts physicians on the hot seat
liable for whatever happens, including fraud and
abuse committed by its providers,” Waxman says.
The problem with holding MCOs so strictly
accountable is that it creates an incentive for
MCOs to gain tighter control over the providers
with whom they’re affiliated. 

“If I’m an MCO and I’m going to get sanctioned
for what my doctors do, I’m going to pay a lot
closer attention to them and take a stronger role
in what they’re doing,” he says.

Supreme Court ruling 
opens peer review records

In a federal case likely to have broad implica-
tions for physicians across the country, the U.S.

Supreme Court let stand a ruling that allows a
defense attorney to access records of private
peer review meetings.

The case involves Wolfgang Schug, MD, an
emergency room physician in Clear Lake, CA,
who allegedly recommended to the parents of a
seriously ill infant that they take their daughter to
another hospital to see a specialist. The child sub-
sequently died. Although Schug was acquitted of
criminal charges, the parents are suing him under
the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active
Labor Act (EMTALA), which concerns patient
dumping. 

The parents’ attorney, Richard J. Massa , JD,
based in Lakeport, CA, tried to subpoena the
records of a peer review session conducted at
Rosebud Community Hospital following the inci-
dent, but was blocked by a California law

See Records privacy , page 4

Don’t wait for Congress:
Protect patient records now 

Medical record privacy legislation may be at a
standstill in Congress, but that doesn’t mean

your practice has to hold off implementing effec-
tive safeguards to protect the confidentiality of
your electronic records, says John Glaser , PhD,
vice president and chief information officer for
HealthCare Partners, a group of 4,000 physicians
and three hospitals in the Boston area. 

Glaser offers the following checklist of instruc-
tions for your practice to follow to ensure appropri-
ate security:

Worried about liability risks, MCOs are likely to further scrutinize physician behavior
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That role could mean anything from dictating to
providers how they should deal with subcontrac-
tors to how they should collect and report quality
data. For example, Waxman cites a recent case
in which an MCO was required to pay back a sig-
nificant sum to the government because it hadn’t
properly reported the status of institutionalized
Medicare beneficiaries. 

“If an MCO has fully capitated a physician
group to cover the risk of skilled nursing care,
then it needs to make sure the physician group is
giving it accurate reports through the group’s
encounter system,” Waxman says.

MCOs are particularly concerned that the
model plan deals with patient dumping, an issue
they contend had little to do with them. “The plans
are sort of getting it from both sides,” Waxman
says. “On one hand, everyone says they’re not
supposed to practice medicine. On the other
hand, the OIG says plans ought to be sanctioned
if there’s a violation of the anti-dumping rules. I
don’t know how you do both things.”

Don White , a spokesman for the Washington,
DC-based American Association of Health Plans
(AAHP), says it’s industry policy for health plans
to pay for screening and stabilization services in
any hospital emergency room. “Therefore, there is
no excuse that the hospital [or a physician] can
use in saying that the plan won’t pay,” he says.
The AAHP is currently reserving all other com-
ment regarding the plan until its members have
had an opportunity to voice their concerns.

Because of MCOs’ greater l iabil i ty r isk,
Waxman believes many will go so far as to
require the practices with whom they contract to
institute a compliance plan. The OIG’s guidance
already recommends that MCOs give all their affil-
iated providers a copy of the MCO’s compliance

MCO model plan
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plan and include them in educational sessions —
a step which could be prohibitively expensive for
smaller plans.

Other areas of concern in the model plan
include:
ss Marketing materials and personnel.

According to the model plan, MCOs should never
put physicians in the position of being marketers
for the plan. “But it doesn’t say it can’t put litera-
ture in a physician’s office, or that a physician
can’t tell someone that he or she is affiliated with
a certain plan,” Waxman says. 
ss Underutil ization and quality of care.

Thornton says the OIG has a “serious concern”
about MCOs that inappropriately withhold care.
The agency will likely pay particular attention to
“gag rules” and physician incentive plans (PIPs).

The model plan is supposed to offer guidance
to MCOs that provide care to Medicare beneficiar-
ies enrolled in Medicare+Choice coordinated care
plans. The Health Care Financing Administration
already requires these plans to have a compliance
program in place but gives them broad discretion
in how to meet those requirements. The OIG’s
plan provides a more specific level of guidance.

The final version of the model plan will be
released by late summer or early fall. n

Use OIG guidances to form
your own ‘model plan’

Although the Department of Health and Human
Services Office of Inspector General (OIG)

hasn’t issued a model compliance guidance
specifically for physician practices, common ele-
ments in other guidances have emerged that can
help physicians develop effective compliance
plans of their own.
Continued on page 3
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Peer review
Continued from page 1

The best place to start, experts say, is with the
most consistently repeated section in each of the
guidances issued so far: the OIG’s now famous
seven compliance program elements.

“When it comes to the basics, we feel those
seven elements are the fundamental components
we’ll be looking for in any good-faith compliance
program,” says Lewis Morris , assistant inspector
general for legal affairs at HHS.

These seven key elements are: 
1. Written policies and procedures promot-

ing compliance and addressing specific areas
of potential fraud. This may address areas such
as claims development and submission process-
es, code gaming, and financial relationships with
physicians and other health care professionals. 

2. Designation of a chief compliance officer
and “other appropriate bodies” who report
directly to the CEO and governing body to pro-
mote and ensure compliance with federal reim-
bursement rules. 

3. Regular, effective education and training
in related reimbursement and billing regulations
for all affected employees. 

4. Mechanisms and processes such as a hot
line for employees and/or patients to report
possible problems to the internal compliance
office along with procedures that “protect the
anonymity of complainants and...whistleblowers
from retaliation.” 

5. Systems “to respond to allegations of
improper/illegal activities” and enforce appro-
priate disciplinary action against employees who
violate internal compliance policies and other
legal/regulatory requirements. 

6. Regular audits or other evaluation tech-
niques that monitor potential problems and
ensure proper compliance procedures are being
followed. 

7. Prompt investigation and correction of
systemic problems once they are identified,
along with policies for disciplining and/or firing
employees for improper compliance behavior. 

The OIG also recommends that providers avoid
appointing their in-house counsel or outside
lawyer, head billing manager, or chief financial
officer as the senior compliance officer. This could
result in a possible conflict of interest, in turn
reducing the program’s surface credibility with
federal auditors. n

designed to protect the privacy of peer review dis-
cussions. By suing under EMTALA, a federal law,
the parents effectively circumvented the state
restriction.

Some physicians say the ruling sets a terrible
precedent which may compromise the entire peer
review process. “Right now, they’ve breached the
whole thing,” says J.C. Pickett , MD, an orthope-
dist in Napa, CA, and the president of the
California Medical Association, based in San
Francisco. “There’s no way doctors are going to
cooperate. They’re going to simply refuse to do
[peer review] or they will do it in a perfunctory
fashion without bothering to do it properly. A ruling
like this aids the bad practice of medicine,
because ultimately it prevents us from getting at
the malefactors.”

Massa says most physicians aren’t doing much
to police themselves as it is. “The peer review
process in general is unregulated,” he says.
“There is no system in place for any outside audit-
ing or scrutiny. They appear to be answerable to
no one. Since it’s conducted in total secrecy,
nobody ever finds out if they don’t do their job. No
institution in the history of mankind has ever func-
tioned well where it had absolute power and oper-
ated in total secrecy.”

Massa points out that under the current system,
it’s unrealistic to expect physicians in small com-
munities particularly to “come down hard” on each
other. “That’s not human nature,” he says. “It
doesn’t occur and it’s not going to occur.” He
points out that during the Schug case, it emerged
in testimony that no physician had ever been dis-
ciplined at Rosebud.

Pickett acknowledges that reviews in small
communities can be difficult, but stresses that if
an especially touchy situation emerges, the physi-
cians could ask for outside help in doing peer
review. 

But regarding the idea that doctors won’t do
much [to police each other], “the fact is that if  the
peer review process is not going to be confiden-
tial, then doctors will refuse to do any, and then
you won’t have anybody doing it,” he says. “It’s a
medical staff function, and nobody else has a right
to do this.” n
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s Technical practices and policies. 
— Individual “log-in” identifiers. To establish

individual accountability, assign each authorized
user in your practice a unique identifier, or log-on
ID, to get access into the information system.
Strict procedures should be established for issu-
ing and revoking these identifiers. 

— Automatic log-off functions. Wherever
appropriate, program computer workstations to
automatically log off when left idle for a specified
period of time. You should be able to adjust the
time period easily. 

— Access controls. Implement procedures
that ensure users can access and retrieve only
information that they have a legitimate need to
know. Methods of doing this can vary, and they
should be worked out with your system vendor. 

— Audit trails. Maintain easily retrievable and
usable form audit trails that log all accesses to
clinical information. The logs should include the
date and time of access, the information or record
accessed, and the user ID of the person who
accessed the information. 

— Protection of remote access points. If
your practice has a centralized Internet connec-
tion, install a “firewall” or electronic barrier that
provides strong, centralized security and allows
outside access only to those systems critical to
outside users. Vendors are equipped to install
these firewalls, but you generally have to ask for
them specifically. 

— Protection of external electronic commu-
nications. Encrypt all patient-identifiable informa-
tion before transmitting it over public networks,
such as the Internet. Any group that doesn’t meet
this requirement should either refrain from trans-
mitting information electronically outside the
organization, or they should do so only over
secure, dedicated lines. 

— Routine security assessments. Formally
assess the security and vulnerabilities of informa-
tion systems on a routine basis. For example, run
existing “hacker scripts” and password “crackers”
against systems on a monthly basis. 
s Organizational practices.
— Clear, explicit security policies. If you

don’t have them, develop and publish in-house

Continued from page 1
Records privacy security and confidentiality policies that express

your dedication to protecting health care informa-
tion. If you do have them, it may be wise to review
them and get them up-to-date with current public
sentiment regarding patient record confidentiality. 

— Security and confidentiality committees.
Establish formal points of responsibility — stand-
ing committees for large organizations, small or
single-person committees for small organizations.
Their task should be to develop and revise poli-
cies for protecting patient privacy and for ensuring
the security of information systems. 

— Education and training programs.
Establish programs to ensure that all users of
information systems receive some minimum level
of training in relevant security practices and
knowledge regarding existing confidentiality poli-
cies before being granted access to any informa-
tion systems. 

— Sanctions. Develop a clear set of sanctions
for violations of confidentiality and security poli-
cies that are applied uniformly and consistently to
all violators, regardless of job title. 

— Patient access to audit logs. Make sure
patients know they have the right to request
audits of all accesses to their electronic medical
records and to review these logs. nn

CPT Editorial Panel sends
E&M revisions to HCFA

The Current Procedural Terminology (CPT)
Editorial Panel of the American Medical

Association (AMA) in Chicago has submitted its
final recommendations to the Health Care
Financing Administration regarding revision of the
agency’s controversial evaluation and manage-
ment (E&M) codes. 

Proposed revisions have been in the works
since the dawn of the Physicians at Teaching
Hospitals (PATH) investigation in 1997, when the
Philadelphia-based University of Pennsylvania
Medical Center paid $30 million to settle charges
that its physicians had used E&M codes incorrectly.

The recommended changes include finding
ways to de-emphasize the controversial require-
ment that physicians count the number of items
performed in a physical examination, according to
the AMA. n


